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Simple Shear Testing of
Parallel-Fibered Planar Soft
Tissues
The simple shear test may provide unique information regarding the material respon
parallel-fibered soft tissues because it allows the elimination of the dominant fiber m
rial response from the overall stresses. However, inhomogeneities in the strain fiel
to clamping and free edge effects have not been documented. The finite element
was used to study finite simple shear of simulated ligament material parallel to the
direction. The effects of aspect ratio, clamping prestrain, and bulk modulus were ass
using a transversely isotropic, hyperelastic material model. For certain geometries, t
was a central area of uniform strain. An aspect ratio of 1:2 for the fiber to cross-fi
directions provided the largest region of uniform strain. The deformation was ne
isochoric for all bulk moduli indicating this test may be useful for isolating solid v
coelasticity from interstitial flow effects. Results suggest this test can be used to ch
terize the matrix properties for the type of materials examined in this study, and
planar measurements will suffice to characterize the strain. The test configuration m
useful for the study of matrix, fiber-matrix, and fiber-fiber material response in other t
of parallel-fibered transversely isotropic soft tissues.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1351891#
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1 Introduction
Collagenous soft tissues are subjected to complex th

dimensional deformations in vivo that may include tension, co
pression, and shear. The shear behavior affects load transfe
tween microstructural parts of the tissue. Accurate measurem
of material coefficients that govern the shear behavior of soft
sue can improve the descriptive and predictive value of cons
tive models. Quantification of the effects of disease or treatm
on shear properties can provide insight into the relationship
tween different tissue components and continuum level shear
havior.

Finite simple shear is a homogeneous deformation consis
primarily of deviatoric strain. It is used as a canonical problem
highlight differences between infinitesimal and large strain theo
and to compare the response of different constitutive models.
deformation is applied in-plane to a relatively thin mater
sample~Fig. 1A!. If the material is transversely isotropic and th
local fiber direction is aligned with the shear direction, there w
not be elongation along the fiber direction. This eliminates
normally dominant fiber material behavior from the tissue
sponse to simple shear, providing an ideal method to investi
matrix properties, fiber-matrix, and fiber-fiber interactions. The
data can augment tensile test data and help to identify an ap
priate form for the matrix stress-strain behavior. Unlike the infi
tesimal strain theory, finite simple shear cannot be maintained
shear stress alone~e.g.,@1#!. Normal stresses are needed to ma
tain the normal strains at zero. In the absence of normal stre
the tissue will experience some contraction through the thickn
and along the in-plane directions as shear strain is applied.
will result in an inhomogeneous strain field that cannot be p
dicted without additional analysis.

Infinitesimal cyclic shear loading has allowed the effects
strain rate and orientation to be quantified in biological soft tiss
@2,3#. These studies applied infinitesimal strains as either sim
or torsional shears. In contrast, Wilson et al.@4# subjected rabbit
medial collateral ligament to inhomogeneous, large deforma
shear loading during uniaxial tests by making lateral incisions
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generated longitudinal shear planes. Results demonstrated
ligaments have a finite resistance to shear. Shear properties
also been investigated via tensile@5# or biaxial @6# tests with an
oblique fiber direction. These techniques apply both shear
tension.

The finite simple shear test could provide unique informat
regarding the material response of planar, transversely isotr
soft tissues such as ligaments. However, strain field inhomog
ities in the experimental setting have never been quantified. F
ther, it is unclear if out-of-plane strains will be significant in the
tests. Nonuniform strain fields could extend into the central p
tion of the test specimen, polluting the measured strains and m
ing the assumption of a homogeneous deformation unrelia
Also, bulk properties could interact with clamping effects a
sample dimensions. The objectives of this study were to exam
finite simple shear of simulated ligament material using the fin
element~FE! method. The effects of aspect ratio, clamping p
strain, and bulk modulus were assessed. It was hypothesized
complete characterization of the deformation within a central
gion of the tissue could be obtained using only planar meas
ments of strain, providing a protocol for future experimental stu
ies of soft tissue shear properties.

2 Materials and Methods
The FE method was used to simulate a finite simple shear

of a planar sample of transversely isotropic material. The coo
nate system in Fig. 1 is used throughout the following sectio
Initial fiber direction was oriented along they-axis. This orienta-
tion eliminates the fiber contribution—orientation of the fibe
along thex-axis would result in the shear response being do
nated by the fiber stress. Specimen dimensions and material p
erties were chosen to represent the human medial collateral
ment ~MCL!.

2.1 Comparison to Theoretical Solution. The Green-
Lagrange shear (EXY , EYZ , andEXZ) and normal strains (EXX ,
EYY , andEZZ) predicted by the FE simulations were compared
expected values for homogeneous simple shear. For simple s
parallel to they-axis, the deformation gradientF can be deter-
mined from the shear angleu between thex-axis and the top/
bottom edges of the sample~Fig. 1A!:

-
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@F#5F 1 0 0

k 1 0

0 0 1
G (1)

Here,k5tan(u). Because det(F)51, the deformation is isochoric
~no volume change!. The Green-Lagrange strain tensorE follows:

@E#5
1

2
@FTF21#5

1

2F k2 k 0

k 0 0

0 0 0
G (2)

The only nonzero components ofE should beEXY and EXX .
Whenk51/3, these components should beEXY50.167 andEXX
50.055.

2.2 Constitutive Model. The test sample was represent
by a transversely isotropic hyperelastic material that has b
used to describe and predict the behavior of ligaments and ten
@7–9#. The strain energy was

W5F1~ Ĩ 1!1F2~ l̃!1
K

2
@ ln~J!#2 (3)

Fig. 1 A—Schematic of simulated simple shear test configu-
ration. Sample is gripped with two clamps and the right clamp
is displaced vertically to induce a shear kÄtan „u…, where u is
the angle between the x-axis and the top edge of the tissue. The
coordinate axes illustrate the directions used to reference
strain components, with the z-axis oriented out of the plane.
B—Finite element mesh used for the 12 Ã12 mm geometry.
Four elements were used along the z-axis „out-of-plane … direc-
tion. Shaded regions indicate the areas of the tissue in the
clamps.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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whereĨ 1 is the first deviatoric invariant,l̃ is the deviatoric part of
the stretch ratio along the local fiber direction, andJ5det(F). The
three terms represent the contribution from the matrix, the c
lagen fibers, and the tissue bulk response. The only nonzero s
energy derivative for the matrix strain energyF1 was chosen so
that ]F1 /] Ĩ 15C1 , yielding the relatively simple neo-Hookea
constitutive model. In the limit of infinitesimal strains,C1 has the
interpretation of shear modulus. More complex representation
matrix behavior, such as the Mooney-Rivlin model, can be rep
sented by introducing an additional strain energy dependenc
the second deviatoric invariant,Ĩ 2 @9#. The functionF2 represents
the strain energy from the fibers. It was assumed there was
dispersion in fiber orientation. Because the last term on the rig
hand side of equation~3! represents the entire volumetric respon
of the material, the bulk behavior was controlled by the parame
K, referred to herein as the bulk modulus. The strain energy
rivatives for the fibers were defined as a function of the fib
stretch:

l̃
]F2

]l
50, l̃,1,

l̃
]F2

]l
5C3@exp~C4~ l̃21!!21#, 1,l̃,l* , (4)

l̃
]F2

]l
5C5l̃1C6 , l̃>l* .

Here,C3 scales the exponential stress,C4 determines the rate o
collagen uncrimping,C5 is the modulus of the straightened co
lagen fibers, andl* is the fiber stretch at which the collagen
straightened. The theoretical solution predictsl̃5F2251 and thus
the collagen should not contribute to the stress. With the exc
tion of bulk modulus, material properties were taken from a p
vious experimental study of MCL material behavior (C154.6
MPa,C352.4 MPa,C4530.5,C55323.7 MPa,l* 51.055)@10#.
The effective bulk modulus was introduced as a study parame

2.3 Finite Element Analysis. A hexahedral FE mesh wa
constructed consisting of 7072 elements and 9275 nodes,
four elements through the thickness~Fig. 1B!. Boundary condi-
tions were applied through the nodes that were in contact with
clamps~Fig. 1B!. The tissue extended 3 mm into each clamp a
was assumed to be perfectly bonded to the clamp. Experime
loading was simulated in two phases. First, displacements w
prescribed for nodes beneath the clamps to simulate tissue c
pression due to clamping~compression alongz-axis in Fig. 1A!.
Second, a translation along they-axis was prescribed to node
contacting the right clamped surfaces to induce a shear
u5tan21(1/3). To simulate experimental conditions, the clamp
surfaces were left unconstrained along thex-axis during applica-
tion of clamping strain, but were constrained during application
shear strain.

Nonlinear FE analyses were performed using NIKE3D@11#.
Three-field brick elements were used to avoid element locking
near-incompressible behavior@9#. Quasi-static analysis was use
with the clamping strain applied from ‘‘quasi-time’’t50.0 to t
51.0, followed by application of shear strain fromt51.0 to t
52.0. An incremental-iterative solution strategy was used wit
quasi-Newton procedure controlling the iterative process@12#. To
determine the optimal configuration for shear testing, a serie
parameter studies were performed.

2.4 Effect of Sample Geometry. Three geometries (x-y
sample dimensions of 12312, 6312, and 1236 mm ! were ana-
lyzed with a bulk modulus of 1.0e4 MPa and clamping prestrain
of 0 percent and 10 percent. These geometries represente
largest samples of relatively homogeneous tissue that could
harvested from human MCL and they allowed the effect of diff
ent aspect ratios on the strain fields to be assessed.
APRIL 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 171



Fig. 2 Contours of Green-Lagrange strain and relative volume „VÕV0… for sample dimensions of 12 Ã12 mm „top row …, 6Ã12 mm
„middle row …, and 12Ã6 mm „bottom row …. Note that the entire sample undergoes nearly isochoric deformation regardless of
sample dimensions. Clamping prestrain Ä10 percent, KÄ1.0e04 MPa, tan „u…Ä1Õ3.
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2.5 Effect of Bulk Modulus. The bulk modulus was varied
over four orders of magnitude using the 12312 mm geometry and
10 percent clamping prestrain. In the analysis of rubber and o
high polymers, if the effective bulk modulus is two or more orde
of magnitude larger than the effective shear modulus, the mat
may be considered incompressible for all practical purposes@13#.
Values of bulk modulus were chosen to be on the same orde
magnitude asC1 , and then one, two, and three orders of mag
tude larger thanC1 (K51.0e1, 1.0e2, 1.0e3, and 1.0e4 MPa!.

2.6 Effect of Clamping Prestrain. The effect of clamping
was studied at levels of 0, 5, 10, and 15 percent compres
prestrain for the 12312 mm geometry withK51.0e4 MPa. These
levels of clamping represented a range between no clamping
the most clamping that cold be applied without element invers
during solution with the FE code.

For each analysis, the predicted Green-Lagrange strains (EXX ,
EYY , EXY , EXZ , EYZ , and EZZ) and volume ratio@J5det(F)
5V/V0# were examined at the sample center and compared to
theoretical solution@equation ~2!#. The spatial distribution of
strains and volume ratio were examined to determine area
homogeneous strain and isochoric deformation.

3 Results
As clamping strain was applied, the tissue bulged toward

sample center and outside of the clamps. Because the clamps
free in the x-direction during the application of clamping pre
strain, the bulging caused the clamps to move slightly apart.
shear was applied, effects from the free and clamped edges i
enced the predicted strain and stress fields in the sample.
main area of positiveEYY strains was near the clamp edges~Fig.
2!. Since positiveEYY strains were necessary to obtain positi
fiber stretchl, these are the areas where transverse isotropy
tributed to the response. For all cases, the through-thickness s
strains (EYZ andEZX) were essentially zero~,0.1 percent! except
within approximately 1 mm of the clamped edges. Detailed res
are described for each parameter study, while representativ
sults are presented in graphical form~Figs. 2 and 3!.
172 Õ Vol. 123, APRIL 2001
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3.1 Effect of Sample Geometry. In the absence of clamp
ing prestrain, the 12312 and 6312 mm geometries predicted th
theoretical strains at the mesh center with good accuracy~Fig. 4!.
However, theEXY strain for the 1236 mm geometry became pro
gressively lower than the predicted value with increasing sh
strain. This was the case for theEXX strain as well but to a lesse
extent.

When 10 percent clamping prestrain was applied before
shear strain, thex-distance between the clamps increased and
strains near the clamp edges were altered. The strains at a dis
greater than 1 or 2 mm from the clamps were essentially un
fected by clamping, with the exception of a small positiveEZZ
strain located throughout the central region of the sample du
the bulging effect. A 10 percent clamping prestrain resulted
tensileEZZ strains in the specimen center of 0.01, 0.05, and 0
percent for the 1236, 12312, and 6312 mm geometries, respec
tively. Subsequent application of shear strain produced the op
site effect on theEZZ strain, with resulting values of22.40,
20.56, and 0.01 percent for the 1236, 12312, and 6312 geom-
etries, respectively~Fig. 2, column 1!. Following application of
both clamping prestrain and shear strain, all geometries exp
enced alteration in the central region strains due to clamping
free edge effects~Fig. 2!. The size of the central region of homo
geneous strain was greatly affected by sample geometry~Fig. 3!.
For the 12312 mm geometry, theEXY , EXX , EYY , and EZZ
strains varied over the sample, but there was a core area o
proximately 532 mm in which the strains were homogeneou
The region of homogeneous strains increased to approxima
435 mm for the 6312 mm geometry~Fig. 3!. Within these ho-
mogeneous regions, theEXX and EXY strains for the 12312 and
6312 mm corresponded well with the theoretical strains of Fig
The 1236 mm geometry predictedEXY andEXX strains below the
theoretical level~Fig. 2!, however there was still a small centra
region over which this level was homogeneous. The homogene
region for the 1236 mm geometry was limited by theEXX and the
EZZ strain to an area of only approximately 232 mm ~Fig. 3!. For
all geometries, the out of plane shear strainsEYZ and EZX were
Transactions of the ASME



Fig. 3 Regions of homogeneous Green-Lagrange strain distribution for sample dimensions of 12 Ã12 mm „top row …, 6Ã12 mm
„middle row …, and 12Ã6 mm „bottom row …. Black areas indicate regions of strains that correspond to Á0.005 of the indicated
center value. Clamping prestrain Ä10 percent, KÄ1.0e04 MPa, tan „u…Ä1Õ3.
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essentially zero over the entire specimen. Regardless of sa
geometry, the deformation was isochoric over the vast majority
the sample~Fig. 2, column 5!.

3.2 Effect of Bulk Modulus. The main effect of bulk
modulus was observed during application of clamping prestr
As the bulk modulus was increased for the 12312 mm sample, an
increased amount of bulging of the tissue towards the sam
center occurred resulting in a small increase in the amount ofEZZ
strain at the sample center.EZZ strains of 0.01, 0.007, 0.05, an
0.06 percent were observed following clamping prestrain for b
moduli of 1.0e1, 1.0e2, 1.0e3, and 1.0e4 MPa, respectively. In-
creasing bulk modulus resulted in an increasedx-displacement
during clamping~0.081, 0.176, 0.246, and 0.259 mm for bu
moduli of 1.0e1, 1.0e2, 1.0e3, and 1.0e4 MPa, respectively!
which induced little change in strains at the specimen center. W
subsequent application of shear strain, the bulk modulus had
tually no effect on the predictedEXX andEXY strains at the center
with results remaining nearly identical to those depicted in Fig
The volume ratio at the center was 1.0220, 1.0041, 1.0004,
1.0000 for bulk moduli of 1.0e1, 1.0e2, 1.0e3, and 1.0e4 MPa,
respectively, indicating that the deformation was nearly isocho
regardless of bulk modulus.

3.3 Effect of Clamping Prestrain. There was virtually no
change in strain at the specimen center with variations in cla
ing prestrain. Increases in clamping prestrain caused an incr
in EZZ , however, the effects were isolated to near the clamps.
main effect of increased prestrain was increased cla
x-displacement and strain alterations that were isolated to
clamped region.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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4 Discussion
This study analyzed finite simple shear testing of planar, tra

versely isotropic biological soft tissues using the finite eleme
method. Parameter studies assessed the sensitivity of the s
field to changes in geometry, bulk modulus, and clamping p
strain. Although the geometry and material properties used in
simulations represented the human MCL, the modeling techni
may be used to examine the simple shear response of other
stitutive models with homogenous fiber orientation.

Fig. 4 Effect of specimen geometry on predicted Green-
Lagrange components of shear „EXY… and normal „EXX… strain,
as a function of shear angle applied to the clamps. Clamping
prestrain Ä0 percent, KÄ1.0e04 MPa.
APRIL 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 173
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Sample geometry had the largest influence on strain field,
the effect was directly related to the relative proximity of t
clamps and free edges to the specimen center. The 6312 and
12312 mm geometries reproduced the theoreticalEXX and EXY
strains with the most fidelity. The 6312 mm geometry had a
slightly larger area of homogeneous strain than the 12312 mm
geometry. This was mainly due to theEXX and theEZZ strains,
which were sensitive to the proximity of the clamps and fr
edges to the sample center. The 6312 mm geometry may provide
the best compromise between these errors and still provide a
ficiently large homogeneous central region for attachment of fi
cial markers for strain measurement.

Variations in bulk modulus of four orders of magnitude induc
virtually no change in relative volume near the specimen cen
Regardless of geometry, bulk modulus, and clamping prestr
the deformation was nearly isochoric over a large area. This i
cated that simple shear provides an ideal method for stud
solid matrix viscoelasticity. The isochoric nature of the deform
tion allows intrinsic matrix viscoelasticity to be separated fro
interstitial fluid flow.

The shear strainsEYZ and EZX were negligible in the same
areas over which the deformation was isochoric. However, cla
ing prestrain and subsequent application of shear strain caus
small nonzeroEZZ strain for the 12312 and 1236 geometries and
a value near zero for the 6312 geometry. These results imply th
two-dimensional strain measurements may be used to charact
the deformation in a central region of the sample during fin
simple shear. With marker-based measurement techniques,
straightforward to determine the in-plane components of the
formation gradient,FxX , FxY , FyX , and FyY ~e.g., @14#!. If
det(F)51,

det@F#5detS FxX FxY 0

FyX FyY 0

0 0 FzZ

D 51⇒FzZ5
1

FxXFyY2FxYFyX

(5)

Thus, the entire deformation gradient can be determined f
two-dimensional measurements, assuming that~1! through-
thickness shear strainsEYZ andEZX are negligible, and~2! defor-
mation in the central region is homogeneous over the meas
ment area. The first assumption was valid for all cases exami
while the validity of the second assumption depended on sp
men geometry. The solution in the central region does not hav
correspond to the theoretical solution predicted by equation~2!, as
long as equation~5! applies over a large enough region.

One of the goals of material testing is to determine coefficie
for a specified constitutive model. If a material undergoes hom
geneous deformation and the constitutive law is known a prior
is straightforward to estimate material coefficients (Ci) based on
measurements of stress and strain using a nonlinear least-sq
method. Although a homogeneous deformation may be gener
over a central region during finite simple shear, edge effects
clude homogeneous deformation over an entire cross-section~Fig.
3!. This prevents accurate measurement of local tissue stress
els from clamp measurements of force and thereby prevents
simple estimation of material coefficients. Use of the inverse
method can circumvent this problem. By estimating an initial
of Ci , the FE method is used to predict the resultant clamp for
and strain field at the sample center for a given level of sh
strain. TheCi are then iteratively updated until the FE predict
clamp forces and strain data match experimental measureme

The rectangular specimen dimensions simulated in this st
are easily created in an experimental setting by using s
punches to cut regular sample geometries from larger piece
tissue@10,15#. Although the specific dimensions represented t
samples of human MCL, other planar, parallel-fibered soft tiss
can be prepared with similar aspect ratios. Tissues such as f
lata and virtually any tendon would seem especially appropri
174 Õ Vol. 123, APRIL 2001
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If spatial variations in tissue thickness are large, they could af
the predicted results. Thickness variations could easily be in
porated into specimen-specific finite element models for par
eter estimation.

A secure bond between the tissue and the clamps can be
lenging to achieve experimentally. Tissue slippage or failure at
clamps has been reported during tensile failure tests perfor
along the fiber direction. For the sub-failure shear loading of t
study, the loads in both thex- and y-directions are quite smal
~always less than 10 N in the simulations!, suggesting that reac
tions at the clamps will not be sufficiently large to cause slippa
or failure. Gripping techniques such as serrated gripping surfa
the use of sandpaper or cyanoacrylate, or freeze-clamping c
be incorporated if slippage presented a problem. These techni
can also minimize the amount of clamping prestrain that is n
essary to adequately secure the tissue. Although a clamping
strain of 10 percent had little effect on the resulting strain dis
bution at the center of the sample, larger values of prestrain co
have a greater influence.

The predicted tissue response is only valid for the specific m
terial model used for these simulations. The model did not inclu
fiber-matrix or fiber-fiber interaction terms. The appropriate fo
and significance of these terms are currently unknown for m
soft tissues. The model did not explicitly incorporate dispersion
the fiber angle of the material. The effects of such dispersion
unknown, although they could be assessed if an appropriate
stitutive model and material coefficients were available to
scribe the dispersion. The effects of transverse isotropy on
predicted strains were isolated to areas near the clamps wher
fiber stretch was greater than 1.0. Other models of transverse
ropy may have different effects on the observed strain fields. S
cifically, the constitutive model used in this study was isotropic
compression, so a model with transverse isotropy in compres
could produce different results. The simple shear test proced
provides a means to formulate a more sophisticated matrix m
for description of the nonlinear material behavior observed
large deformation shear@5,6,15#. Although fiber angle dispersion
was not studied in the present work, the same finite element m
eling techniques can be used to assess the effects of fiber a
dispersion on predicted response.

In summary, finite deformation simple shear of a parall
fibered, transversely isotropic hyperelastic material was analy
using the finite element method. When fibers were oriented al
the shear direction, this configuration allowed characterization
matrix shear properties without the influence of the fibers. Sam
geometry had the largest effect on the strain field, while clamp
prestrain and bulk modulus caused only small changes. Anx-y
aspect ratio of 1:2 provides the largest area of homogene
strains, followed by an aspect ratio of 1:1. For these geometr
two-dimensional measurements of strain are sufficient to co
pletely characterize the applied deformation in a central region
the test specimen. The present approach allows for the d
application of shear strain using a uniaxial test machine, with
the assumptions of incompressibility or in-plane deformatio
This provides the ability to characterize certain transversely
tropic compressible materials under shear without biaxial tes
equipment.
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